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SECTION ONE 
LOCAL PROGRAMMING NOTES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

WSEB-FM PROGRAMS / ISSUE LIST 
OCTOBER - DECEMBER 2020 

All times Eastern 

PROGRAMS THAT INCLUDE THE DISCUSSION OF ISSUES WITHING THE COMMUNITY / FAMILY 

* length of program content is as follows, unless otherwise noted 

 

ADVENTURES IN ODYSSEY CHILDREN'S DRAMA M-F 6:30PM 25 MIN 
BRINKMAN ADVENTURES CHILDREN’S DRAMA SAT 10:00AM 25 MIN 
CROSSTALK DISCUSSION/INTERVIEW/CALL-IN M·F 3:00PM 55 MIN 
DACUS REPORT NEWS/LAW/COMMENTARY SAT 3:03PM 25 MIN 
FABLES OF FAITH CHILDREN'S DRAMA SAT 10:30AM 15 MIN 
FAITH AND FREEDOM DISCUSSION M-F 4:00PM 15 MIN 
FAMILY TALK FAMILY DISCUSSION/INTERVIEW M-F 7:00PM 25 MIN 
FRIENDS OF ISRAEL TODAY NEWS/INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION SAT 12:30AM 25 MIN 
FOCUS ON THE FAMILY FAMILY DISCUSSION/INTERVIEW M-F 6:00PM 25 MIN 
GRACE TO YOU LECTURE M-F 8:00AM, REPEAT 10:30PM 25 MIN 
IN TOUCH LECTURE M-F 10:30AM, REPEAT 8:00PM 25 MIN 
IRN RADIO NETWORK NEWS NEWSCASTS SUN-SAT VARIOUS TIMES 4.5 MIN 
JUST THINKING DISCUSSION/INTERVIEW M-F 10:00AM 15 MIN 
LEGAL EDGE 60SEC NEWS/LAW/COMMENTARY SAT 3:00PM 1 MIN 
LEGAL EDGE 30SEC NEWS/LAW/COMMENTARY SAT 3:27PM 30 SEC 
LOVE WORTH FINDING LECTURE M-F 6:30AM, REPEAT 9:00PM 25 MIN 
RANGER BILL CHILDREN’S DRAMA SAT 11:00AM 28 MIN 
UNSHACKLED ADULT DRAMA M-F 5:30PM, REPEAT MIDNIGHT 30 MIN 
WORLDVIEW WEEKEND MINUTE COMMENTARY M-F 3:45PM 1 MIN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: THE FOLLOWING BRIEF SUMMARIES ARE OBTAINED FROM NOTES TAKEN DURING BROADCAST OF THE PROGRAMS 
BY THE PROGRAM DIRECTOR ON STAFF, AND FROM INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE PROGRAM PRODUCERS. SPECIFIC 
PROGRAMS CAN BE LISTED IN MULTIPLE CATEGORIES, AS MANY ISSUES CAN BE COVERED IN A SINGLE PROGRAM. 



 

ABUSE 

PROGRAM: Unshackled 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Unshackled Drama Team 
TIME AIRED: As a child, Rosemarie suffered terrible neglect and abuse. She wondered if anyone could truly love 

her or if she could find meaning in her life, despite her broken beginning. We hear her moving story. 11/01/20 – 30min 
@ 5pm & Midnight 

 

PROGRAM: Unshackled 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Unshackled Drama Team 
TIME AIRED: John Newton dreamed of fighting pirates in an exciting life at sea, but when he found himself 

trapped on a sinking ship, he had to find a new way to calm the raging storms of his life! We hear 
part one of this true story. 11/08/20 – 30min 

@ 5pm & Midnight 
 

PROGRAM: Unshackled 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Unshackled Drama Team 
TIME AIRED: Rescued from a storm at sea, John Newton's life changed completely, but would he find the 

courage to follow a different plan for his life regardless of the consequences? We find out in this 
amazing conclusion of his true story. 11/15/20 – 30min 

@ 5pm & Midnight 
 

PROGRAM: Unshackled 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Unshackled Drama Team 
TIME AIRED: Full of anger and resentment for being treated unfairly because he was different, Jim Lo searched 

for acceptance. This search would take him into dangerous situations. But would his search help 
him learn how to deal with his own transgressions? We hear his timely true story. 11/29/20 – 30min 

@ 5pm & Midnight 
 

PROGRAM: Unshackled 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Unshackled Drama Team 
TIME AIRED: As a child, Pat did not get the love he deserved and questioned whether his life was worth living. 

He found purpose in singing and starting his own family, but a life threatening accident forced him 
to begin all over again. We hear his moving story. 12/06/20 – 30min 

@ 5pm & Midnight 
 

ADOPTION, ABORTION & PRO-LIFE ISSUES 
PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, a conversion 

therapy ban was lifted in Florida, evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential election, more 
unconstitutional state government mandates introduced to combat the COVID-19 pandemic, and pro-
life issues. One story: the Lubbock, Texas City Council rejected a proposal to ban abortions. 

11/20/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Mat Staver  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various disturbing topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited 

to, threats to Trump supporters from a Michigan state legislator, pastor and U.S. Senate candidate 
Raphael Warnock's support for abortion, and a Canadian church has been fined more than 32,000 
dollars for holding church services during the Coronavirus pandemic despite other places being 
allowed to remain open. 

12/10/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 



 

ALCOHOL, DRUGS & ADDICTION  

PROGRAM: Unshackled 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Unshackled Drama Team 
TIME AIRED: A lifetime of rejection and depression drew Branson Clevenger into one drug addiction after 

another. We hear how God saved him from the brink of death so that one day he could help others. 10/04/20 – 30min 
@ 5pm & Midnight 

 

PROGRAM: Unshackled 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Unshackled Drama Team 
TIME AIRED: As a young kid, Paul's broken relationship with his dad led to a spirit of rebelliousness that carried 

him through young adulthood. He was aimless; unsure what kind of life he wanted to build. When 
he nearly lost his family over his poor decisions, Paul was finally able to repent. We hear his 
powerful story. 

10/11/20 – 30min 
@ 5pm & Midnight 

 

PROGRAM: Unshackled 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Unshackled Drama Team 
TIME AIRED: Stafford Braxton was born into a cycle of addiction and mental instability that drove him to search 

for intimacy in unhealthy places. His path nearly drove him to destruction until the day a Navy 
officer showed up at his door with the answer to his pain. We hear his compelling true story. 10/18/20 – 30min 

@ 5pm & Midnight 
 

PROGRAM: Unshackled 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Unshackled Drama Team 
TIME AIRED: A teenage girl and her friend go out on a drunken midnight joyride and almost get killed by a strange 

man. What could replace the thrill of seeking danger? We find out in this true story of Rebecca 
Khan. 11/22/20 – 30min 

@ 5pm & Midnight 
 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, 

Marijuana legislation, evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential election, COVID-19 
vaccines, and increasing religious persecution. One story: for the first time ever, the U.S. House 
passed legislation to decriminalize Marijuana nationwide. 

12/04/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Unshackled 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Unshackled Drama Team 
TIME AIRED: In an attempt to justify their actions, some people claim the argument, "God made me that way." 

Matthew Karchner used that argument to support his homosexual lifestyle. We learn what 
happened. 12/13/20 – 30min 

@ 5pm & Midnight 
 

PROGRAM: Unshackled 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Unshackled Drama Team 
TIME AIRED: Frank Holm came to America to find a better life, but when Christmas found him living on the streets 

instead of living the American Dream, would he find a way to change his life? We hear his classic 
true story. 12/20/20 – 30min 

@ 5pm & Midnight 
 

 

 



 

CHILDREN’S ISSUES 

PROGRAM: Fables Of Faith 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Moody Radio Drama Team 
TIMES AIRED: A group of animal characters relate to one another in many situations to illustrate to children the 

principles of getting along, honesty, distinctive gifts and talents of different individuals, love 
friendship, and accepting those who are different. Saturdays at 10:30am 

@15min Each 
 

PROGRAM: Ranger Bill 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Moody Radio Drama Team 
TIME AIRED: Dramatized stories set in the office and work of forest rangers show how people can face 

many challenges with a positive attitude and creative thinking. Among the issues dealt with 
are facing danger, being good stewards of the land and its plants and animals, working 
together with others, and applying one's faith to problems and relationships. 

Saturdays at 11am 
@28min Each 

 

PROGRAM: Love Worth Finding 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Dr. Adrian Rogers 
TIME AIRED: Our families cannot survive apart from a moral base, which is why it takes God to make a home. 

Rogers refers back to the timeless Ten Commandments in Deuteronomy 5, to reveal God's plan 
for our homes in this morally corrupt world.  
 
Part 1 of 2 

11/02/20 – 25min 
@ 6:30am & 9pm 

 

PROGRAM: Love Worth Finding 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Dr. Adrian Rogers 
TIME AIRED: Our families cannot survive apart from a moral base, which is why it takes God to make a home. 

Rogers refers back to the timeless Ten Commandments in Deuteronomy 5, to reveal God's plan 
for our homes in this morally corrupt world.  
 
Part 2 of 2 

11/03/20 – 25min 
@ 6:30am & 9pm 

 

PROGRAM: Love Worth Finding 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Dr. Adrian Rogers 
TIME AIRED: God created the nuclear family; but with the world in this state, we may be tempted to ask ourselves: 

has the nuclear family bombed? Rogers shares five ways to parent our children that are worthy of 
honor and respect in this treacherous day and age.  
 
Part 1 of 2 

11/16/20 – 25min 
@ 6:30am & 9pm 

 

PROGRAM: Love Worth Finding 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Dr. Adrian Rogers 
TIME AIRED: God created the nuclear family; but with the world in this state, we may be tempted to ask ourselves: 

has the nuclear family bombed? Rogers shares five ways to parent our children that are worthy of 
honor and respect in this treacherous day and age.  
 
Part 2 of 2 

11/17/20 – 25min 
@ 6:30am & 9pm 

 

PROGRAM: Love Worth Finding 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Dr. Adrian Rogers 
TIME AIRED: Exodus 20:15 reveals the eighth commandment: "Thou shalt not steal." Rogers reveals three 

principles to teach our children about the basic rules of honesty.  
 
Part 1 of 2 

11/23/20 – 25min 
@ 6:30am & 9pm 



 

 

PROGRAM: Love Worth Finding 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Dr. Adrian Rogers 
TIME AIRED: Exodus 20:15 reveals the eighth commandment: "Thou shalt not steal." Rogers reveals three 

principles to teach our children about the basic rules of honesty.  
 
Part 2 of 2 

11/24/20 – 25min 
@ 6:30am & 9pm 

 

CHURCH ISSUES 
PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Sam Rohrer 
TIME AIRED: We often think in society of those who are on the front lines. When it comes to spiritual matters and 

the spiritual health of our nation, those who are on the frontlines are our pastors. October has been 
designated as Pastor Appreciation Month. Schneider and Rohrer, President of American Pastors 
Network, issue a charge both to pastors as well as to lay individuals in the congregation. 

11/15/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various disturbing topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited 

to, threats to Trump supporters from a Michigan state legislator, pastor and U.S. Senate candidate 
Raphael Warnock's support for abortion, and a Canadian church has been fined more than 32,000 
dollars for holding church services during the Coronavirus pandemic despite other places being 
allowed to remain open. 

12/10/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES 
PROGRAM: The Dacus Report 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Pacific Justice League 
TIME AIRED: Attorney Brad Dacus discusses the legal rights of U.S. citizens, especially those of Christians, 

and those of parents. Saturdays at 3pm 
@25min Each 

             

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. The primary topic of discussion is the 2020 United 

States vice presidential debate that took place yesterday. Other topics include, but are not limited to, a 
renewed push to remove President Trump from office, COVID-19 death rate, and unconstitutional 
mandates from elected officials. 

10/08/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Alex Newman 
TIME AIRED: The topic is "COVID Totalitarians, 2020 Election & Critical Issues." Federal, state, and local 

governments in the U.S. are all trying to address the Coronavirus pandemic through even more 
legislation, executive orders, and guidelines. Many of these are unconstitutional. Schneider talks 
with Newman, an international freelance journalist, about how COVID-19 has been hyped and 
exploited in ways that have brought about totalitarian rule. Also discussed is the importance of 
voting in tomorrow's 2020 presidential election. 

11/02/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

 

 



 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, 

evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential election, more unconstitutional state 
government mandates introduced to combat the COVID-19 pandemic, the COVID-19 vaccine, 
and accusations against Israel. One story: once available, the COVID-19 vaccine may become 
mandatory in certain situations. 

11/13/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, a 

conversion therapy ban was lifted in Florida, evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential 
election, more unconstitutional state government mandates introduced to combat the COVID-19 
pandemic, and pro-life issues. One story: the Lubbock, Texas City Council rejected a proposal to 
ban abortions. 

11/20/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, 

evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential election, the push toward digital currency, 
more unconstitutional state government mandates introduced to combat the COVID-19 
pandemic, and gun control legislation. One story: although the transition process has already 
begun, President Trump has not yet conceded to Joe Biden after the 2020 presidential election. 

11/25/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, peace 

between Morocco and Israel, evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential election, 
unconstitutional mandates from elected officials to address the Coronavirus pandemic, and 
Hunter Biden's criminal investigation. One story: Hunter Biden is being investigated for tax 
matters. 

12/11/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Usama Dakdok 
TIME AIRED: Muslim political power is advancing in the United States. According to the Council on American-

Islamic Relations, there was a record number of Muslim candidates on 2020 ballots across 28 
states and Washington, D.C. This is an issue because, in many ways, Islam cannot be practiced 
without violating the U.S. Constitution. Schneider talks with Dakdok, Founder of the Straight Way 
of Grace Ministry, about this issue. 

12/21/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

EDUCATION ISSUES  

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & William Federer 
TIME AIRED: A revolution is in the making to completely dismantle our Constitutional Republic in the U.S. and 

turn it over to Socialism. Federer, President of AmeriSearch, Inc., explains how socialism is 
working hand in hand with the nation's educational system. 

10/14/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

 

 



 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Dr. Catherine Millard 
TIME AIRED: Revisionism has had an impact on what is being taught about America's Founding Father, Thomas 

Jefferson. Dr. Millard, President of Christian Heritage Ministries, has written about the issue in her 
book, "Thomas Jefferson - Accuracy Vs. Revisionism - an Expose." Schneider talks with her about 
it. 

11/30/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Tom Deweese 
TIME AIRED: Amy Coney Barrett was sworn in yesterday as the next Supreme Court Associate Justice. 

Schneider and Deweese, President of American Policy Center, first share their thoughts on her 
confirmation. Schneider and DeWeese then talk about how the upcoming 2020 election will impact 
Agenda 21 issues such as private property, sustainable development, the Green New Deal, and 
global climate change. 

10/27/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

FAMILY ISSUES 

PROGRAM: Faith & Freedom 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Liberty Counsel with Matt Staver 
TIME AIRED: Hot topics in the area of religious liberty, the sanctity of human life, and the family are 

discussed." Weekdays at 4pm 
@15min Each 

 

PROGRAM: Love Worth Finding 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Dr. Adrian Rogers 
TIME AIRED: Our families cannot survive apart from a moral base, which is why it takes God to make a home. 

Rogers refers back to the timeless Ten Commandments in Deuteronomy 5, to reveal God's plan 
for our homes in this morally corrupt world.  
 
Part 1 of 2 

11/02/20 – 25min 
@ 6:30am & 9pm 

 

PROGRAM: Love Worth Finding 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Dr. Adrian Rogers 
TIME AIRED: Our families cannot survive apart from a moral base, which is why it takes God to make a home. 

Rogers refers back to the timeless Ten Commandments in Deuteronomy 5, to reveal God's plan 
for our homes in this morally corrupt world.  
 
Part 2 of 2 

11/03/20 – 25min 
@ 6:30am & 9pm 

 

PROGRAM: Love Worth Finding 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Dr. Adrian Rogers 
TIME AIRED: God created the nuclear family; but with the world in this state, we may be tempted to ask ourselves: 

has the nuclear family bombed? Rogers shares five ways to parent our children that are worthy of 
honor and respect in this treacherous day and age.  
 
Part 1 of 2 

11/16/20 – 25min 
@ 6:30am & 9pm 

 

 



 

 

PROGRAM: Love Worth Finding 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Dr. Adrian Rogers 
TIME AIRED: God created the nuclear family; but with the world in this state, we may be tempted to ask ourselves: 

has the nuclear family bombed? Rogers shares five ways to parent our children that are worthy of 
honor and respect in this treacherous day and age.  
 
Part 2 of 2 

11/17/20 – 25min 
@ 6:30am & 9pm 

 

PROGRAM: Love Worth Finding 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Dr. Adrian Rogers 
TIME AIRED: Exodus 20:15 reveals the eighth commandment: "Thou shalt not steal." Rogers reveals three 

principles to teach our children about the basic rules of honesty.  
 
Part 1 of 2 

11/23/20 – 25min 
@ 6:30am & 9pm 

 

PROGRAM: Love Worth Finding 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Dr. Adrian Rogers 
TIME AIRED: Exodus 20:15 reveals the eighth commandment: "Thou shalt not steal." Rogers reveals three 

principles to teach our children about the basic rules of honesty.  
 
Part 2 of 2 

11/24/20 – 25min 
@ 6:30am & 9pm 

 

FIRST AMENDMENT | FREE SPEECH ISSUES 
PROGRAM: Faith & Freedom 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Liberty Counsel with Matt Staver 
TIME AIRED: Hot topics in the area of religious liberty, the sanctity of human life, and the family are 

discussed." Weekdays at 4pm 
@15min Each 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Schneider talks about a 28 page document created by the Secular Democrats of America PAC entitled, 

"Restoring Constitutional Secularism and Patriotic Pluralism in the White House." The document was 
prepared exclusively for the "President-elect Joe Biden and Vice President-elect Kamala Harris 
Transition Team." 

12/07/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

GOVERNMENT & POLITICS  

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, 

progress on the U.S./Mexico border wall, President Trump is again nominated for the Nobel Peace 
Prize, evidence of ballot harvesting in Minnesota, and police defunding. One story: some 
Minneapolis City Council members regret their decision to defund their police. 

10/01/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

 

 



 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. The primary topic of discussion is the 2020 United 

States vice presidential debate that took place yesterday. Other topics include, but are not limited to, a 
renewed push to remove President Trump from office, COVID-19 death rate, and unconstitutional 
mandates from elected officials. 

10/08/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Don Feder 
TIME AIRED: We have seen many things unfold in 2020 many never dreamed possible in our Constitutional Republic. 

Where is the nation headed? Feder has written that the elements of revolution are all in place including 
an election from which there could be no turning back. He explains. 10/13/20 – 55min 

@ 3pm 
 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & William Federer 
TIME AIRED: A revolution is in the making to completely dismantle our Constitutional Republic in the U.S. and turn it 

over to Socialism. Federer, President of AmeriSearch, Inc., explains how socialism is working hand in 
hand with the nation's educational system. 10/14/20 – 55min 

@ 3pm 
 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Mat Staver 
TIME AIRED: President Trump nominated Amy Coney Barrett to replace Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. 

Schneider talks with Staver, Founder and Chairman of Liberty Counsel, about Barrett's background and 
judicial philosophy. Also discussed is the current status of her confirmation process which has been 
under attack by some Democrats. 

10/19/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Jerry Newcombe 
TIME AIRED: Schneider interviews Newcombe, Senior Producer, on-air host, and columnist for D. James Kennedy 

Ministries, about his column on jerrynewcombe.com entitled, "We Have Forgotten God." Newcombe 
believes bad things are happening in America because the nation has forgotten God. Therefore, in 
regard to the upcoming election, Newcombe asks in his column, "Will we embrace America as founded 
or will we completely jettison all pretense of our national motto--ln God we Trust?" 

10/20/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Dr. Frank Wright 
TIME AIRED: We have seen things unfold in this nation over the last few years that many never dreamed possible 

and it's escalating quickly. But under the surface there is a vital thread holding it all together. According 
to Dr. Wright, President and CEO of D. James Kennedy Ministries, it's an enormous flow of funding 
coming from radical Leftist billionaire, George Soros among others. Who exactly is George Soros? And 
what impact is he having upon our nation? Dr. Wright explains. 

10/26/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Mat Staver 
TIME AIRED: Voting irregularities have surfaced in states across the nation. Allegations of voter fraud have come 

from whistleblowers from within several states. Recounts will begin in others. Lawsuits have been filed 
in such places as Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania and Georgia. And amidst all of this, the media rushed 
forward to announce that Joe Biden is the winner of the 2020 presidential election. But it's not the media 
that determines the presidency, it's the electors. And as of this date, none of these votes have been 
certified. The Trump campaign has also said they're not backing down. Schneider talks with Staver, 
Founder and Chairman of Liberty Counsel, about these issues. 

11/09/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

 



 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Alex Newman 
TIME AIRED: The topic is "Exposing and Stopping the Steal." Schneider talks with Newman, an international freelance 

journalist, about evidence of fraud that impacted the 2020 presidential election. Also discussed is the 
mainstream media's covering up of the truth. 12/02/20 – 55min 

@ 3pm 
 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Gary Kah 
TIME AIRED: Globalists are taking advantage of chaos all around the world, from the Coronavirus pandemic to 

skyrocketing debt, to push fast and hard their agenda. Schneider talks with Kah, Founder and Director 
of Hope For the World, about their push for, as the World Economic Forum calls it, a "Great Reset." 12/03/20 – 55min 

@ 3pm 
 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Robert Knight 
TIME AIRED: Despite ongoing lawsuits alleging voter fraud in the 2020 presidential election, Joe Biden won the 

electoral college vote on Monday. Starting even before Monday, Biden has been selecting members for 
his cabinet. Schneider talks with Knight, a former Los Angeles Times news editor and writer, about 
Biden's cabinet picks so far and about what Biden really means when he talks about uniting America. 

12/16/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Usama Dakdok 
TIME AIRED: Muslim political power is advancing in the United States. According to the Council on American-Islamic 

Relations, there was a record number of Muslim candidates on 2020 ballots across 28 states and 
Washington, D.C. This is an issue because, in many ways, Islam cannot be practiced without violating 
the U.S. Constitution. Schneider talks with Dakdok, Founder of the Straight Way of Grace Ministry, 
about this issue. 

12/16/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Rick Green 
TIME AIRED: Many have concluded that Joe Biden has won the 2020 presidential election. After all, the electoral 

college has voted for Biden. Still, President Trump has yet to concede as he continues to claim that 
widespread voter fraud has helped the Democrats steal the election. Is it still possible for Trump to get 
a second term? The answer is yes. Green, an attorney and Constitutional expert, explains how. 

12/30/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

GUN CONTROL 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not REPEAT 8:01 

PM limited to, evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential election, the push toward digital 
currency, more unconstitutional state government mandates introduced to combat the COVID-
19 pandemic, and gun control legislation. One story: although the transition process has already 
begun, President Trump has not yet conceded to Joe Biden after the 2020 presidential election. 

11/25/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

 

 

 

            



 

HEALTH & HEALTHCARE 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, 

controversy surrounding Hunter Biden, emails from Hillary Clinton's email scandal may be publicly 
released, the World Health Organization is recommending against lockdowns to deal with COVID-
19, and COVID-19 vaccine progress. One story: Johnson & Johnson has paused their COVID-19 
vaccine trial due to a participant's unexplained illness. 

10/16/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Gary Kah 
TIME AIRED: This Crosstalk features portions of a speech entitled, "A Nation at War: The Globalist Conditioning 

of America" presented by Gary Kah at a VCY America rally on October 24th, 2020. Gary Kah 
takes us behind the scenes of COVID-19, Black Lives Matter, the upcoming global currency 
changes, and other critical issues affecting America. What should we do to prepare, both 
physically and spiritually, for the coming storm? How can Christ be glorified through our lives in 
the midst of earthly calamities? Kah explains. 

10/29/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, 

evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential election, more unconstitutional state 
government mandates introduced to combat the COVID-19 pandemic, the COVID-19 vaccine, 
and accusations against Israel. One story: once available, the COVID-19 vaccine may become 
mandatory in certain situations. 

11/13/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, a 

conversion therapy ban was lifted in Florida, evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential 
election, more unconstitutional state government mandates introduced to combat the COVID-19 
pandemic, and pro-life issues. One story: the Lubbock, Texas City Council rejected a proposal to 
ban abortions. 

11/20/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, 

evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential election, the push toward digital currency, 
more unconstitutional state government mandates introduced to combat the COVID-19 
pandemic, and gun control legislation. One story: although the transition process has already 
begun, President Trump has not yet conceded to Joe Biden after the 2020 presidential election. 

11/25/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Gary Kah 
TIME AIRED: Globalists are taking advantage of chaos all around the world, from the Coronavirus pandemic to 

skyrocketing debt, to push fast and hard their agenda. Schneider talks with Kah, Founder and 
Director of Hope For the World, about their push for, as the World Economic Forum calls it, a 
"Great Reset." 

12/03/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

 

 



 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Barbara Loe Fisher 
TIME AIRED: Schneider talks with Fisher, President of the National Vaccine Information Center, about 

information you need to know regarding COVID-19 vaccines that have been or are in the process 
of being approved for emergency use and promoted by the U.S. Government. Though concerning 
information is shared, Schneider and Fisher emphasize that individuals need to make their own 
decisions on whether or not to take one of the vaccines. 

12/17/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, 

Christian persecution in China, evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential election, 
COVID:-19 vaccinations have begun, and national security threats. One story: China's cracking 
down on people selling audio Bibles in their country. 

12/18/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, a 

COVID-19 stimulus bill, evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential election, forced 
COVID-19 vaccines, and rapidly increasing drug overdose deaths. One story: the U.S. House 
and Senate recently passed a 5,000 page spending bill that included COVID-19 relief. 

12/22/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. One example: some people have had 

adverse reactions to COVID-19 vaccines. 12/31/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

HISTORY 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Dr. David Brown 
TIME AIRED: Schneider asks Dr. Brown to reveal the truth about Halloween and explain why Christians should not 

participate in it. He specifically talks about the holiday's origins, its heroes, its harm, and more. 10/12/20– 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Jerry Newcombe 
TIME AIRED: Schneider interviews Newcombe, Senior Producer, on-air host, and columnist for D. James Kennedy 

Ministries, about his column on jerrynewcombe.com entitled, "We Have Forgotten God." Newcombe 
believes bad things are happening in America because the nation has forgotten God. Therefore, in 
regard to the upcoming election, Newcombe asks in his column, "Will we embrace America as founded 
or will we completely jettison all pretense of our national motto--ln God we Trust?" 

10/20/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Dr. Frank Wright 
TIME AIRED: We have seen things unfold in this nation over the last few years that many never dreamed possible 

and it's escalating quickly. But under the surface there is a vital thread holding it all together. According 
to Dr. Wright, President and CEO of D. James Kennedy Ministries, it's an enormous flow of funding 
coming from radical Leftist billionaire, George Soros among others. Who exactly is George Soros? And 
what impact is he having upon our nation? Dr. Wright explains. 

10/26/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 



 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Pastor David Brown 
TIME AIRED: Critical race theory is increasing in popularity, especially in this age of riots and protests against racism. 

Schneider talks with Pastor Brown about critical race theory and the issue of racism. Discussed is 
whether there's any legitimacy to it. 10/28/20 – 55min 

@ 3pm 
 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Dr. Erwin Lutzer 
TIME AIRED: Schneider interviews Dr. Lutzer, Pastor Emeritus of The Moody Church, about his new book entitled, 

"We Will Not be Silenced." The following is a portion of a description of the book on amazon.com: "Each 
day, you watch America turn further from Christian values and the core principles of liberty. It's 
frustrating to feel you can't assert biblical truth without facing condemnation, and fearful to witness 
outrage and victim hood replace respect and reason. Amidst this dissent, how can you not only stay 
rooted in your own faith, but continue publicly testifying for Jesus? In We Will Not Be Silenced, Dr. Erwin 
W. Lutzer prepares you to live out your convictions against a growing tide of hostility." 

11/16/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

IMMIGRATION  
PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, 

progress on the U.S./Mexico border wall, President Trump is again nominated for the Nobel Peace 
Prize, evidence of ballot harvesting in Minnesota, and police defunding. One story: some 
Minneapolis City Council members regret their decision to defund their police. 

10/01/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

ISRAEL 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, peace 

between Morocco and Israel, evidence of election fraud in the 2020 presidential election, 
unconstitutional mandates from elected officials to address the Coronavirus pandemic, and 
Hunter Biden's criminal investigation. One story: Hunter Biden is being investigated for tax 
matters. 

12/11/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

LAW ENFORCEMENT  
PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, 

progress on the U.S./Mexico border wall, President Trump is again nominated for the Nobel Peace 
Prize, evidence of ballot harvesting in Minnesota, and police defunding. One story: some 
Minneapolis City Council members regret their decision to defund their police. 

10/01/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Dr. Frank Wright 
TIME AIRED: We have seen things unfold in this nation over the last few years that many never dreamed possible 

and it's escalating quickly. But under the surface there is a vital thread holding it all together. According 
to Dr. Wright, President and CEO of D. James Kennedy Ministries, it's an enormous flow of funding 
coming from radical Leftist billionaire, George Soros among others. Who exactly is George Soros? And 
what impact is he having upon our nation? Dr. Wright explains. 

10/26/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Pastor David Brown 
TIME AIRED: Critical race theory is increasing in popularity, especially in this age of riots and protests against racism. 

Schneider talks with Pastor Brown about critical race theory and the issue of racism. Discussed is 
whether there's any legitimacy to it. 10/28/20 – 55min 

@ 3pm 
 

THE MILITARY 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider  
TIME AIRED: Schneider shares a brief history of Veteran's Day and asks listeners to call in to honor a veteran. 
11/11/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

NATIONAL SECURITY 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider   
TIME AIRED: Current news stories on various topics are discussed. Topics include, but are not limited to, 

controversy surrounding Hunter Biden, the advancement of Amy Coney Barrett's nomination to 
the Supreme Court, presidential candidate Joe Biden's indirect responses to questions asking if 
he wants to pack the Supreme Court, and U.S. election interference by Iran. One story: the full 
Senate will vote on Amy Coney Barrett's nomination to the Supreme Court on Monday. 

10/22/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Gary Kah 
TIME AIRED: This Crosstalk features portions of a speech entitled, "A Nation at War: The Globalist Conditioning 

of America" presented by Gary Kah at a VCY America rally on October 24th, 2020. Gary Kah 
takes us behind the scenes of COVID-19, Black Lives Matter, the upcoming global currency 
changes, and other critical issues affecting America. What should we do to prepare, both 
physically and spiritually, for the coming storm? How can Christ be glorified through our lives in 
the midst of earthly calamities? Kah explains. 

10/29/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Brannon Howse 
TIME AIRED: Schneider talks with Howse, President of WVW Broadcast Network, about his exclusive interview 

with retired Lieutenant General and former National Security Advisor Michael Flynn, his first 
interview since being pardoned by Trump. The general warns that government corruption and 
foreign nations have impacted the results of the 2020 presidential election. 

12/01/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

 



 

 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Alex Newman 
TIME AIRED: The topic is "Exposing and Stopping the Steal." Schneider talks with Newman, an international freelance 

journalist, about evidence of fraud that impacted the 2020 presidential election. Also discussed is the 
mainstream media's covering up of the truth. 12/02/20 – 55min 

@ 3pm 
 

RELIGIOUS ISSUES  

PROGRAM: Faith & Freedom 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Liberty Counsel with Matt Staver 
TIME AIRED: Hot topics in the area of religious liberty, the sanctity of human life, and the family are 

discussed." Weekdays at 4pm 
@15min Each 

 

TERRORISM 

PROGRAM: Crosstalk 
SPEAKER / PERFORMER(S): Jim Schneider & Shahram Hadian 
TIME AIRED: Schneider and Hadian, a former Muslim from Iran, share their concerns about the Council on 

American-Islamic Relations document entitled, "The First 100 Days - Biden-Harris Administration 
- Restoring the Rights of American Muslims & Advancing Justice for all Americans." 

12/28/20 – 55min 
@ 3pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

SECTION TWO 
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